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Abstract
This paper is in the form of discussion on the recent trend of construction projects delays, addressing the need for collaborative efforts among project parties and bolstering the use of robust techniques to handle the challenges confronting the industry. The paper begins with a review of delays in construction projects, trending methodologies and techniques, and highlights the potential for applying the strategies: Building Information Modeling (BIM); Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM); Production/Lean Techniques; Skill Development and Training; and Concurrent Supply Network (CSN). Extensive use of these approaches in many countries has proven its efficiency in construction project development process’ improvement and the overall performance of the building industry.
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1. Introduction
Delays are frequently common in construction projects around the world: (Iyer and Jha, 2006; Assaf and Al-Hejji, 2006; Lowsley and Linnett, 2006; Faridi and El-Sayegh, 2006; Alaghbari et al., 2007; Sambasivan and Soon, 2007; Memon et al., 2011; Rahman et al., 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2012; Memon et al., 2014; Memon, 2014; Zayyana et al.,
2014; Hannis-Ansah et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the alarming rate and the effects of delays in construction project development calls for debate and assessment into the main delay sources and practical strategies to minimize them. Maintaining construction projects within schedule needs careful judgment, sound strategies, and good practices; however, the traditional approaches to construction management fails to deliver projects on time, within budget, and the desired quality (Abdelhamid, 2004; Abdullah et al., 2010; Rahman et al., 2012; Sarhan and Fox, 2013; Marhani et al., 2013; Aziz and Hafez, 2013; Zahidy et al., 2015).

Several studies have been conducted on the problems in the construction industry (Norzima et al., 2011; Sorooshian, 2014), yet, far too little consideration has been given to the interrelationships and agreement among project parties. It is intriguing to indicate how project parties often attribute the causes of delays to one another (Assaf et al., 1995; Rohaniyati, 2009; Chan and Kumaraswamy, 1996; Mezher and Tawil, 1998; Ashwini and Rahul, 2014). Besides, construction professionals ignore the significant benefits of some of these improvement strategies (Muhammad et al., 2013) that have been recommended by researchers. In order to ensure the success of project objectives, an integrated system and improved methodologies that ensure business process flow, optimization of functions, and effective communication among project teams is key.

Amongst the numerous techniques which are trending recently is the use of prefabrication or offsite manufacturing (OSM), Building Information Modeling (BIM), Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), Production/Lean Techniques, Skill Development and Training, and Concurrent Supply Network (CSN). Keen to these techniques is to ensure development and make the industry more profitable thereby improving projects’ quality, ensuring more sustainable growth, and safer construction sites, and reducing the total cost and duration. It is therefore in the interest of construction project professionals (CPP) to use techniques, methods and approaches that bolster delay-free construction projects. This purpose of this paper is to present a discussion of some of the trending techniques and/or approaches used within the construction industry. It is expected that these novel solutions found through literature survey equip managers and supplement their strategies towards delay mitigation.

2. Discussions

Even though the causes of delays may come from the internal structures of project parties to the construction environment (Arman et al., 2009), it is noteworthy to mention that project parties sometimes attribute causes of delays on each other, a scenario that could possibly be referred to as “The Blame Game.” Assaf et al. (1995) presented about 56 factors causing delays in Saudi Arabia. Factors considered as most important by the project parties included; contractors observations indicated that there were delays by owner in progressive payments, delays in drawings preparation and approvals, and changes in design by owner; the architects and engineers attributed causes of delays to financial problems, slow decision making by owners; and ineffective relationship by contractors; owners related the delays to unavailability of labour, errors in design, among others. Likewise, Mezher and Tawil (1998) confirmed that in Lebanon’s construction industry, the most important issue to contractors were contractual relationships, owners were concerned about financial issues, and consultants were concerned about project management issues. Chan and Kumaraswamy (1996) in Hong Kong found inefficiencies supervision and management of the site, variations works, slow decision making, etc., among clients/owners, consultants, and contractors. Ashwini and Rahul (2014) indicated that on large construction projects in India, delays associated with project implementing agencies, owners, and contractors included; contractor’s mobilization delays, delays in acquiring land for project works, problems with funding, delays in revising specification, scope changes, low technical capabilities, low coordination between contractors and consultants, ineffective decision-making, ineffective scheduling and planning, low level of experience, and others. As the construction industry evolves parties interaction and relationships are key for development and sustainability and therefore issues like responsibility, communication, concurrent or integrated functions, teamwork, among others should be a focus for researchers, project professionals and policy makers alike.

Besides, the project management techniques and methods currently used in the construction project development have not been able to address the problems (Koskela, 2000; Bashford et al., 2005; Abdelhamid et al., 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Marhani et al., 2013; Sarhan and Fox 2013; Aziz and Hafez, 2013; Hannis-Ansah et al., 2016) that is the reason why the problems exist (Norzima et al., 2011; Sorooshian, 2014). It is, therefore, imperative that managers update themselves with the trending techniques and keep deploying strategies to ensure the achievement of project objectives. The next section discusses some contemporary solutions found across the construction industries around the world.
3. Trending Solutions
The construction industry is increasingly shifting from traditional systems to the production system, hence, productivity from a project to a product based. This remarkable transition of construction has been witnessed in countries including Singapore, Australia, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China, UK and USA (Malik and Tayyab, 2014).

Prefabrication or Off-site Manufacturing (OSM)
Often known as Prefabrication, Industrialised Building System (IBS), Off-site Fabrication (OSF), Off-site Manufacturing (OSM), according to Malik and Tayyab (2014), OSM is construction system and technology where prefabricated and standardized parts/modules are prepared in a controlled manufacturing environment (either off-site or on-site), transported, assembled and erected into a structure ready for the end user. This construction technique has been influential in the construction industry across countries. In 1998, the UK construction has witnessed immense momentum after Egan report “Rethinking construction,” (Egan, 1998); the off-site construction industry in the UK recorded a growth of £2.2 billion in 2004 to £6 billion in 2006 (Goodier and Gibb, 2007). In the same way, the Australian construction industry has witnessed a massive improvement through the adoption of OSM. OSM is recognized as the key vision towards the standardization and improvement of the Australia’s construction and property industry for the next decade, “The Construction 2020” (Hampson and Brandon, 2004; Blismas and Wakefield, 2009). To increase the sustainable practices in China, OSM is repeatedly promoted as a conceivably feasible alternative (Zhai et al., 2014).

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Platforms
Integrating ICT tools to design and construction have been considered as an effective solution to the different construction processes and delivery issues. The use of IT is profound in enabling more accurate information and documentation, help clients in the selection process, support integration, cost comparison, logistics and transportation (Ang and Kasim, 2013). Besides, it enables good conditions for effective manufacturing process where errors are detected early resulting in avoidance of problems in the assembly stage (Hamid et al., 2009; Ang and Kasim, 2013). The following are a few cases where the use of ICT has shown an immense contribution to the construction industry.

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
CIM is a term used for both a computer-automated system and a method of manufacturing which integrates engineering, production, marketing and other support functions into coherent automated manufacturing processes. Functional areas including, analysis, planning, design, purchasing, inventory control, distribution and cost accounting are linked together through the computer with factory floor capacities, such as material management and handling, monitoring and direct control of the entire operations. This state of the art tool with almost complete digital chain is utilized from the early phases of planning to production (Ang and Kasim, 2013). Moreover, the system exchanges information within the individual processes with one another and initiate the required action. According to Waldner (1992) and Laplante (2005), through CIM, manufacturing can be done faster and errors minimized to the barest minimum. Reports have shown that CIM is instrumental in mass customization in construction industries in Europe predominantly for the provision of wall and ceiling components (Ang and Kasim, 2013). Figure 1 illustrates CIM process Control System (Waldner, 1992).
Building Information Modeling (BIM)
BIM, a three-dimensional (3D) parametric modeling software, is said to have the capacity to resolve numerous technical difficulties in prefabrication and construction processes. For instance, BIM can minimize the cost of engineering and rework due to defects in prestressed/precast concrete companies. It significantly changes the conventional planning process and offers perfect solutions to the mass customization approach to manufacturing (Ang and Kasim, 2013). The benefits of BIM include pre-programming design intent, enabling systems to automatically maintain consistency between diverse building parts. It also leads to enhancement of engineering productivity, minimizing lead times between start of design and production, uninterrupted flow of information from sales through estimating to engineering, removal of costs of rework due to design errors, improvement of customer service resulting from better accommodation of frequent changing demands initiated by clients and more reliable in delivering pieces for projects within short notice, streamlines procurement of materials or component parts for production. BIM is intended to uphold interactive and automated design and engineering, data storage, and editing all through a building’s design, assembly, and construction life cycle (Sacks et al., 2005). Likewise, through BIM framework, 2D drawings, and 3D models can be extracted from any perspective, reducing time, errors and mistakes caused by project modifications (Andújar-Montoya et al., 2015). A research conducted by the Construction Training Fund (Construction Training Fund, 2014) in Australia reported that the impact of BIM has been tremendous across project boundaries. In response to the CPSISC 2014-2015 Environment scan, Business Review Weekly indicated that: “... The use of BIM in construction has the potential to save firms between 3% and 5% in costs...BIM could have a huge effect not just in design and construction, but on the economy...could boost gross domestic product by 0.2 basis points above the “business as usual scenario” rising to 5 points by 2025” (Construction Training Fund, 2014).

Production/Lean Techniques
Lean management (LM) is a continuous process improvement approach used to systematically improve quality and efficiency thereby reducing delays in activities and processes. According to Anvari et al. (2014), the principles of lean or lean thinking are equally applicable regardless of the fact that supply chains and construction operations are different from those used in manufacturing. It should be noted that lean is as much a philosophy and culture as a set of principles or methodologies and therefore could be applied to any industry. As the construction industry is advancing towards manufactured construction, thus, lean construction (LC), lean production techniques makes this possible by integrating and engaging the effort of all the project participants.

Generally, lean construction projects are intended to improve the processes and delivery systems by reducing wastes, ensuring health and safety and increasing productivity. Lean construction concepts lead to a value-added and better delivery systems and processes through the removal of wastes including: unnecessary movements, overproduction, lead time, inappropriate processing, transportation, inventories, and rework, hence, improving financial and project performance (Hannis-Ansah et al., 2016). For instance, through bespoke techniques like concurrent engineering
(design), different tasks are executed parallelly by multi-disciplinary teams with the goal of optimizing engineering cycles for functionality, quality, and efficiency (Hannis-Ansah et al., 2016). It was found that Danish contractors had expanded efficiency by 20%, and enhanced profitability 20% - 40%, minimized project duration by 10% and increased productivity by 20% on projects where lean principles were adopted. Other comparative techniques include Kaizen, Business Process Modeling (BPM), Business Process Re-engineering (BPR), Workflow Mapping (WM), 5S, Kanban, Last Planner, Work Structuring, Daily Huddle Meetings, among others. The choice for a specific process improvement technique will depend on particular circumstances (Anvari and Sorooshian, 2014) and the existing needs of the workplace, including improvement objectives, knowledge, skills, type of processes and the available resources (Schweikhart and Dembe, 2009).

Concurrent Supply Network (CSN)
Supply network and process designs as demonstrated by Lisa et al. (2007) comprise: logistics systems, for example, types of transportation and their effect on the supply chain; inventory control processes, regarding the place and amount of inventory to be kept all through the supply chain; information technology and information exchange processes, and the conversion of raw materials into completed components and products in the manufacturing processes. It has been reported that the relationship between main contractors and suppliers in the industry is deteriorated in the sense that there are no shared information and togetherness. Specifically, the current condition of the supply network (SN) are fragmented and hindered by poor communication, absence of trust and commitment, and the relationship between parties is cost driven (Hamid et al., 2009). However, in order to ensure reliable and predictable process flow, there should be a strong alignment of functions and coordination of the whole SN delivery system in such a way that bottlenecks in processes are reduced and value maximized. Concurrent engineering advances that products and processes ought to be simultaneously designed, and heavily rely on the early engagement of multi-functional disciplines (Lisa et al., 2007). Thus, if the entire SN is designed simultaneously, with shared information and collaboration among parties most issues in the SN will be eliminated. As reported by Faizul (2006), better collaboration with suppliers and manufacturers in the early phases of the project is substantial to guarantee effective and on time delivery of material supply and better quality products. Good SN characteristics comprise of planning and management of the entire SN and activities including logistics, procurement, conversion, and coordination between the contractor, suppliers, third party solution providers and intermediaries within the structure of the supply network.

Skill Development and Training
The construction industry is seen as having a history of a poor record in making an investment into skill development and training. Whiles skill development and training has been considered as one of the critical success factors for projects, Hamid et al. (2009) indicated that a proportional number of workforce in the industry are laborers with limited training and narrow skills. Consequently, a more comprehensive and extensive training programs should be undertaken to address the vast demands in such specialized areas in the construction industry (Hamid et al., 2009).

Other Solutions
Research and Development (R&D) (Hamid et al., 2009), Supply Chain Integration (Abd Shukor et al., 2011), among others.

4. Conclusion
The paper discussed the recent trend of construction projects delays and highlighted the need for collaborative efforts among project parties and the use of trending solutions to handle the challenges confronting the industry. It was found that construction industry faces several challenges that impede on the delivery process flow and achievement of project objectives. Meanwhile, review analysis indicated that in order to integrate and optimize functions and processes, and avoid delays, there is the need for more robust approaches, tools, models, and techniques. The authors through a literature survey have recommended tools and techniques including Building Information Modeling (BIM); Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM); Production/Lean Techniques; Skill Development and Training; and Concurrent Supply Network (CSN). Extensive use of these tools and techniques in many countries has proven its efficiency in construction project development process and the overall performance of the building industry. Now that we are aware and have more understanding, managers and practitioners can look into these solutions, in any case, the choice is ours.
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